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Abstract. Many methods and tools for the reengineering of software
systems have been developed so far. However, the domain-specific re-
quirements of telecommunication systems have not been addressed suf-
ficiently. The E-CARES project is dedicated to reverse engineering of
complex legacy telecommunication systems by providing graph-based
tools. With E-CARES, the software architecture of a telecommunication
system is recovered in two steps. In the first step (program analysis),
the source code is parsed to build a structure graph which uses the ab-
stractions of the underlying programming language and describes the
internals of program units (blocks) as well as their communication via
exchange of signals. In the second step, a software architecture descrip-
tion is abstracted from the structure graph. The software architecture
is described in ROOM, a real-time object-oriented modeling language
for embedded systems design. Both program analysis and architecture
recovery are based on graphs and graph transformations. In both steps,
domain-specific knowledge — referred to as methods of use — is ex-
ploited which refers to the ways how language constructs are used to
realize processing concepts of telecommunication systems.

Keywords: Reverse Engineering, Structural Analysis, Telecommunica-
tion System, Graph Transformation.

1 Introduction

Reengineering of large and complex software systems has proved a difficult task.
According to the “horseshoe model of reengineering” [1,2], reengineering is di-
vided into three phases. Reverse engineering is concerned with step-wise ab-
straction from the source code and system comprehension. In the restructuring
phase, changes are performed on different levels of abstraction. Finally, forward
engineering introduces new parts of the system (from the requirements down to
the source code level).

For reengineering, many methods and tools have been developed. To a large
extent, however, previous work has been data-centered since it focuses on struc-
turing the data maintained by an application. In particular, numerous approaches
have addressed the migration of legacy business applications — written, e.g., in
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COBOL — to an object-based or object-oriented architecture [3,4]. This task
requires the grouping of data and functions into classes with corresponding at-
tributes and methods. Another stream of research has dealt with programming
languages such as C++ and Java which already provide language support for
object-oriented programming [5].

Reengineering of process-centered applications has been addressed less exten-
sively so far [6]. For example, a telecommunication system is composed of a
set of distributed communicating processes which are instantiated dynamically
for handling calls requested by its users. Such a system is designed in terms of
services provided by entities which communicate according to protocols. Under-
standing a telecommunication system requires the recovery of this conceptual
world from the actual source code and other sources of information.

The E-CARES 1 research cooperation between Ericsson Eurolab Deutschland
GmbH (EED) and Department of Computer Science III, RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity, has been established to develop methods, concepts, and tools for the
reengineering of complex legacy telecommunication systems. E-CARES has been
driven strongly by the requirements of software engineers who are involved in
the design and implementation of GSM networks for mobile communication. The
object of study is Ericsson’s Mobile-service Switching Center (MSC) for GSM
networks called AXE10. The AXE10 software system comprises approximately
10 million lines of code spread over about 1,000 executable units, and has an es-
timated lifetime of about 40 years. Thus, there is an urgent need for tool support
to improve program evolution and maintenance.

This paper deals with the reverse engineering environment developed within
the E-CARES project, as presented comprehensively in [8]; see [9] for restructur-
ing. Moreover, we confine the presentation to structural analysis, i.e., recovery of
the structure of the system under study. For the sake of modularity and reuse,
structural analysis is decomposed into two major steps. The first step, which
builds a suitable abstraction of the source code, is called program analysis. The
resulting representation still depends on the underlying programming language
(PLEX, a proprietary language which was developed at Ericsson in the 1970s).
In contrast, the second step — architecture recovery — delivers a representation
in a modeling language which is not specific to the programming language any
more. For architecture recovery, we selected ROOM [10] as the target language,
since it was applied extensively to the development of telecommunication sys-
tems and — by and large — provides appropriate concepts and abstractions for
this domain (see [11] for further extensions to ROOM to improve the modeling of
telecommunication systems). However, we could have alternatively used another
language, e.g., SDL [12] or the UML component model [13].

To recover meaningful abstractions of the program source code, domain-
specific knowledge is exploited heavily in structural analysis. In the context of the
E-CARES project, this knowledge was summarized under the term methods of
use: Telecommunication experts at Ericsson use the programming language and
the runtime system in systematic ways in order to realize processing concepts

1 Ericsson Communication ARchitecture for Embedded Systems [7].
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and paradigms. For example, the AXE-10 system follows a signaling paradigm
of processing, where instances of blocks (program units in PLEX) cooperate to
operate calls by passing signals along a link chain between the originator of a
call and its receiver. The way how the signaling paradigm is mapped onto PLEX
results in domain-specific code patterns which are subsequently transformed into
design patterns at the architectural level.

The E-CARES reverse engineering environment is graph-based, since recov-
ered structures are represented as graphs. Graphs serve as a general, natural,
and expressive data model which is frequently used in many other reengineer-
ing environments, as well. However, E-CARES differs from other reengineering
environments because it relies on graph transformations : Large parts of the E-
CARES environment are generated from a formal specification based on a graph
transformation system. In this way, the effort for developing the reverse engi-
neering environment has been reduced significantly.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides some
background knowledge from the telecommunication domain. Section 3 gives a
brief overview of the E-CARES environment. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to
program analysis and architecture recovery, respectively. Section 6 is concerned
with the realization of the E-CARES environment. Section 7 discusses related
work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 GSM Basics

The mobile-service switching centers are the heart of a GSM network (Figure 1).
An MSC provides the services a person can request by using a mobile phone,
e.g., a simple phone call, a phone conference, or a data call, as well as ad-
ditional infrastructure like authentication. Each MSC is supported by several
Base Station Controllers (BSC), each of which controls a set of Base Station
Transceivers (BTS). The interconnection of MSCs and the connection to other
networks (e.g., public switched telecommunication networks) is provided by gate-
way MSCs (GMSC). In fact, the MSC is the most complex part of a GSM net-
work. An MSC consists of a mixture of hardware (e.g., switching boards) and
software units. In our research we focus on the software part of this embedded
system.

Figure 2 illustrates how a mobile originating call is handled in the MSC. The
figure displays logical rather than physical components according to the GSM
standard; different logical components may be mapped onto the same physical
component. The mobile originating MSC (MSC-MO) for the A side (1) passes
an initial address message (IAM) to a GMSC which (2) sends a request for
routing information to the home location register (HLR). The HLR looks up the
mobile terminating MSC (MSC-MTE) and (3) sends a request for the roaming
number. The MSC-MTE assigns a roaming number to be used for addressing
during the call and stores it in its visitor location register (VLR, not shown).
Then, it (4) passes the roaming number back to the HLR which (5) sends the
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Fig. 1. Simplified sketch of a GSM network

Fig. 2. Mobile originating call

requested routing information to the GMSC. After that, the GMSC (6) sends a
call request to the MSC-MTE. The MSC-MTE (7) returns an address complete
message (ACM) which (8) is forwarded to the MSC-MO. Now, user data — e. g.,
the two participants’ voices — may be transferred between A and B as indicated
by the dashed line in the figure.

2.2 The Programming Language PLEX

The application part of the AXE10 software is implemented in a non-standard
programming language called PLEX (Programming Language for EXchanges),
which was developed at Ericsson. PLEX is an asynchronous concurrent real-
time language designed for programming of telecommunication systems. This
programming language has a “signaling paradigm” as the top execution level.
That is, only events can trigger code execution. Events are programmed as
signals.
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A PLEX program is composed of a set of blocks (designated by the keyword
DOCUMENT) which serve as units of compilation. Blocks have data encapsula-
tion, that is, a block’s data cannot be accessed by other blocks. PLEX has a
COBOL-like syntax with blocks being divided into multiple sectors. Only two of
these are of interest within the scope of this paper, namely the declare sector for
the declaration of local variables, and the program sector for the control logic.
As an example, Figure 3 shows cutouts of several blocks being involved in the
processing of a mobile originating call as illustrated in Figure 2.

The declare sector defines variables for elementary data types such as e.g.
integers, strings, and symbols, as well as structured data such as arrays and
records. Data may be marked as persistent by a corresponding keyword in the
declaration. A record which is marked as persistent stands for a file storing
instances of records of this type. Typically, a record instance holds data for a
specific call. For example, the record MSCMO in block MSCMO holds — among
other data — the telephone number of the telephone of the B side, the so-called
BNUMBER.

Blocks communicate via signals which are declared in separate signal descrip-
tion tables (not shown). The SEND statement serves to send a signal. In the
case of a unique signal, the recipient is not specified as it may be identified by
a simple name match of the signal name in the reception statements of other
blocks. In the case of a multiple signal, the SEND statement contains a reference
to a variable which stores the recipient at runtime. Here, the name match alone
is ambiguous as it only provides possible pairs of senders and receivers. Data
may be transferred along with a signal via the WITH clause. By default, signals
realize asynchronous communication (single signals). In the case of synchronous
communication (combined signals), the SEND statement specifies the set of alter-
native signals which are expected as backward signals (WAIT FOR clause). Single
and combined (forward) signals are received by ENTER and RECEIVE statements,
respectively. In the latter case, backward signals are sent via RETURN statements
and received by RETRIEVE statements.

The control flow of a block is described in its program sector. Execution starts
with the reception of a signal and continues until an EXIT statement is reached.
Typically, a GOTO statement is executed in response to a signal which trans-
fers the control flow to a labeled statement sequence. A DO statement calls a
parameter-less subroutine which is embraced by BEGIN and END statements. Pa-
rameters can be passed only with local signals which are processed by the sending
block itself. This is achieved via a TRANSFER statement which performs an un-
conditional jump and optionally passes parameters to the target code fragment
(starting with an ENTRANCE statement).

As presented so far, a block is a fairly unstructured program unit. Unfor-
tunately, PLEX does not offer language constructs to decompose blocks into
more fine-grained logical units. At a conceptual level, however, such units do
exist (and need to be recovered by structural analysis). First, since execution
is driven by signals, the code of the program sector may be decomposed into
functions, i.e., pieces of code being executed in response to some signal. Second,
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control flow resulting from jumps (GOTO, CALL)

control flow resulting from a direct signal

control flow resulting from a buffered signal

DECLARE;
  GLOBAL NSYMB MSCMTE (99);

  VARIABLE TMSCMOP;
  VARIABLE TBNUMBER;
  VARIABLE TFREE;

  RECORD GMSC;
    VARIABLE MSCMOP DS;
    VARIABLE MSCMTEP DS;
    VARIABLE BNUMBER DS;
    VARIABLE ROAMNR DS;

  POINTER GMSCP (GMSC);
  END RECORD;

END DECLARE;

PROGRAM; PLEX;
  ! Interface !
  ENTER IAM WITH TMSCMOP, TBNUMBER;
  GOTO IAM001;

  ENTER IAMGMSCACC WITH GMSCP;
  GOTO IAMACC001;
  ...

  ! Body !
  IAM001)
    DO SEIZE;
    GMSCP.MSCMP = TMSCMOP;
    GMSCP.BNUMBER = TBNUMBER;

                 WITH GMSCP, GMSCP.BNUMBER
    SEND GETROAMNR

                 WAIT FOR ROAMNR IN IAM002;

  IAMACC001)

                 WITH GMSCP.MSCMOP,
                 BUFFER;

    SEND IAMMSCMOACC

    EXIT;
  ...

  ! Search for free record !
  BEGIN SEIZE;
    ...
    GMSCP = TFREE;
  END SEIZE;
END PROGRAM;

  IAM002)

                        WITH GMSCP, GMSCP.RAOMNR;
    RECEIVE GETROAMNRR

    SEND IAM REFERENCE MSCMTE
                          WITH GMSCP, GMSCP.ROAMNR,
                          BUFFER;
    EXIT;

DOCUMENT GMSC;

DECLARE:
  GLOBAL NSYMB GMSC (99);

  VARIABLE TBNUMBER;
  VARIABLE TFREE;

  ! Search for free record !
  BEGIN SEIZE;
    ...
    MSCMOP = TFREE;
  END SEIZE;
END PROGRAM:

  ! Body !
  DIAL001)
    DO SEIZE;
    MSCMOP.BNUMBER = TBNUMBER;
    SEND IAM REFERENCE GMSC

    EXIT;
  ...

                 WITH MSCMOP, MSCMOP.BNUMBER,
                 BUFFER;

  RECORD MSCMO;
    VARIABLE BNUMBER DS;
    ...
  END RECORD;
  POINTER MSCMOP (MSCMO);
END DECLARE;

PROGRAM; PLEX;
  ! Interface !
  ENTER DIAL WITH BNUMBER;
  GOTO DIAL001;

  ENTER IAMMSCMOACC WITH MSCMOP;
  GOTO IAMACC001;

DOCUMENT MSCMO;

DECLARE;
  VARIABLE TGMSCP;
  VARIABLE TROMNR;
  VARIABLE TFREE;

PROGRAM; PLEX;
  ! Interface !
  ENTER IAM WITH TGMSCP, TROAMNR;
  GOTO IAM011;

  ! Search for free record !
  BEGIN SEIZE;
    ...
    MSCMTEP = TFREE;
  END SEIZE;
END PROGRAM;

  ! Body !
  IAM011)
    DO SEIZE;
    MSCMTEP.GMSCP = TGMSCP;
    MSCMTEP.ROAMNR = TROAMNR;
    ...

                 WITH MSCMTEP.GMSCP,
                BUFFER;

    SEND IAMGMSCACC

    SEND RING WITH MSCMTEP;
    EXIT;
  ...

  RECORD MSCMTE;
    VARIABLE GMSCP DS;
    VARIABLE ROAMNR DS;
    ...
  END RECORD;
  POINTER MSCMTEP (MSCMTE);
END DECLARE;

DOCUMENT MSCMTE;

DECLARE;
  VARIABLE TSENDERP;
  VARIABLE TBNUMBER;
  VARIABLE TDHLRP;
  VARIABLE TDBNUMBER;

  RECORD HLR;
    VARIABLE GMSCP DS;

    ...
    VARIABLE ROAMNR DS;

  END HLR;
  POINTER HLRP (HLR);

  RECORD DBA;

    ...
    VARIABLE DHLRP DS;

  END DBA;
  POINTER DBAP (DBA);

PROGRAM; PLEX;
  ! Interface !
  RECEIVE GETROAMNR WITH TGMSCP, TBNUMBER;
  GOTO GETROAMNR001;

  ! Body Module HLR !
  GETROAMNR001)
    DO SEIZEHLR;
    HLRP.GMSCP = TGMSCP;
    TRANSFER GETNR WITH HLRP,TBNUMBER;
    EXIT;

  ...

    ENTRANCE GETNRACC 
                            WITH HLRP, HLRP.ROAMNR;

                      WITH HLRP.GMSCP, HLRP.ROAMNR;
    RETURN GETROAMNRR

  ! Body Module DBA !
    ENTRANCE GETNR
                            WITH TDHLRP, TDBNUMBER;
    DO SEIZEDBA;
    DBAP.DHLRP = TDHLRP;
    ...
    TRANSFER GETRNRACC

    EXIT;
                           WITH DBAP.HLRP, DBA.ROAMNR;

  ! Search for free individual !
  BEGIN SEIZEHLR;
    ...
    HLRP = TFREE;
  END SEIZEHLR;

DOCUMENT HLR;

END DECLARE;

    ...
    DBAP = TFREE;
  END SEIZEDBA;
END PROGRAM;

  BEGIN SEIZEDBA;
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Fig. 3. PLEX blocks and their communication

multiple functions may be aggregated into modules, which provide logically co-
herent “mini-services”. For example, the block HLR consists of two modules —
the main module HLR and the subordinate module DBA (data base access).
The latter serves as a wrapper that provides a standardized interface to a
specific physical database to decouple the application from a specific database
implementation.

2.3 Execution Model

Program systems written in PLEX must be run on top of an operating system
whose main task is signal handling. Single signals are managed in priority queues
called job buffers. The runtime system selects a signal from a queue and delivers it
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to the receiving block. Direct signals (for local and synchronous communication)
are executed immediately rather than stored in job buffers. Within a block,
memory is usually managed statically. If resources are exhausted, further space
may be allocated via size alteration events.

At runtime, telecommunication systems handle thousands of different tele-
phone calls at the same time. Each call — as e.g. illustrated in Figure 2 —
represents a service request to the telecommunication system. The numerous
services are realized by re-combining and re-connecting sets of small services,
provided by respective blocks. Thus, a telephone call is realized by numerous
mini-services spontaneously linked together. Telecommunication experts call the
interconnected services for a single telephone call a link chain.

Conceptually, a link chain is composed of a set of interconnected block in-
stances, each of which holds data for a specific call. Since PLEX does not provide
language support for dynamic instantiation of blocks, block instances have to be
managed “manually” by the respective block, i.e., the PLEX programmer has to
simulate dynamic instantiation by writing code for allocating and deallocating
memory units, etc. If a block consists of multiple modules, instantiation has to
be performed at the module level, resulting in module instances. For the sake
of simplicity, however, we will use the term “block instance” in the description
below.

Figure 3 shows a cutout of the processing of a mobile originating call as an
example for the dynamic creation of a link chain. The figure covers part of the
mobile originating call scenario of Figure 2, namely those steps in which the
blocks MSC-MO, GMSC, and HLR are involved. Processing starts with the recep-
tion of a DIAL event (1), which causes a jump to a labeled statement sequence
for processing this event (2). An idle MSC-MO record is occupied through the
call of the subroutine SEIZE (3). After that, the signal IAM is sent to block GMSC

(step (4), which corresponds to step 1 in Figure 2). The recipient in turn jumps
to a labeled statement sequence (5) and allocates a record for the link chain (6).
Subsequently, it sends a request for a roaming number to block HLR (step 7, cor-
responding to (2) in Figure 2). After a jump to the processing labeled statement
sequence (8) and seizing of a record for the new call (9), a local signal is sent
(10) which triggers the allocation of another record in the subordinate module
DBA (11). Then, another local signal is sent (12) whose associated data contains
the roaming number for the call. The roaming number is passed back to GMSC

(step 13, corresponding to (5) in Figure 2), from which it is finally forwarded to
MSC-MO (step 14, corresponding to (8) in Figure 2).

3 The E-CARES Environment

Within the E-CARES project, a reengineering environment for telecommuni-
cation systems has been developed. The system architecture of the E-CARES
environment is illustrated in Figure 4. In this paper, we are concerned only with
reverse engineering (solid lines). The components displayed with dashed lines
deal with restructuring and forward engineering; see [9].
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the E-CARES environment

Reverse engineering involves different kinds of analysis: Structural analysis —
the focus of this paper — refers to the static system structure, while behavioral
analysis is concerned with the system’s dynamic behavior. Thus, the attributes
“structural” and “behavioral” denote the outputs of analysis. In contrast, static
analysis denotes any analysis which can be performed on the source code (or
structure document, respectively), while dynamic analysis requires information
from program execution. Thus, “static” and “dynamic” refer to the inputs of
analysis.

For the static analysis of the structure of a PLEX system, we base our system
on three sources of information. The first one is the source code of the system. It
is considered to be the core information as well as the most reliable one. Via code
analysis (parsing) a number of structure documents is generated from the source
code, one for each block. These structure documents form a kind of textual graph
description. The second and the third source of information are miscellaneous
documents (e.g., product hierarchy description, signal database) and the sys-
tem documentation. As far as the information from these sources is computer
processable, we use parsers and scripts to extract additional information. This
additional information is stored in structure documents, as well.

The static analysis tool processes the graph descriptions of individual blocks
and extends the structure graph which represents the overall application by cre-
ating corresponding subgraphs. The subgraphs are then connected by performing
global analyses in order to bind signal send statements to signal entry points.
Moreover, the subgraphs for each block are reduced by performing simplifying
graph transformations. The static analysis tool also creates views of the sys-
tem at different levels of abstraction. In addition to structure, static analysis is
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concerned with behavior (e.g., extraction of state machines or of potential link
chains from the source code).

The graph produced by the static analysis tool depends on the programming
language (PLEX) in which the source code is written. Therefore, we will use the
term program analysis (Section 4) to denote this step of processing. The architec-
ture extraction tool transforms the structure graph into elements of a modeling
language which does no longer use abstractions specific to the programming
language. This results in an architecture graph that can be used to review and
(re-)document the currently implemented architecture or to perform architec-
tural changes. As modeling language, we selected ROOM; other languages —
e.g., SDL or the UML component model — could be supported in an analogous
way (see also Section 7 on related work).

Dynamic information originates from using an emulator or querying a running
AXE10, resulting in a list of events plus additional information in a temporal
order in both cases. Such a list constitutes a trace which is fed into the dynamic
analysis tool. Interleaved with trace simulation, dynamic analysis creates a graph
of interconnected block instances that is connected to the static structure graph.
This helps software architects to identify components of a system that take part
in a certain traffic case. At the user interface, traces are visualized by collabora-
tion and sequence diagrams. In E-CARES, dynamic analysis is performed only
for recovering the behavior; therefore, it goes beyond the scope of this paper.
For further information on dynamic analysis, the reader is referred to [8,14].

4 Program Analysis

Program analysis builds a structure graph which still depends on the underlying
programming language PLEX. However, program analysis does not exploit only
the syntactic structure of PLEX programs. In addition, it takes advantage of
methods of use, i.e., coding conventions and programming patterns which are
applied by software developers at Ericsson. These methods of use constitute in-
dispensable expert knowledge which assists in building program representations
with appropriate domain-specific abstractions.

4.1 Building the Structure Graph

The structure graph is created by parsing diverse sources. The most impor-
tant information is the source code of PLEX blocks. In addition, global signals
are declared in signal description tables. Furthermore, information about the
coarse-grained system structure above the level of blocks is given in product
configuration files. In the following, we will primarily focus on parsing of PLEX
blocks.

The design of the structure graph was driven heavily by the requirements of
telecommunication experts at Ericsson. From the very beginning, the experts
were more interested in the coarse-grained structure of the system under study
rather than in detailed code analysis. Therefore, the structure graph contains
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Fig. 5. Example of a structure graph

only the information which is required for the purposes of reverse engineering.
In particular, the structure graph has to reveal the interfaces of blocks (processed
signals), the actions performed in response to received signals, and the inter-block
communication.

For this reason, the structure graph is more compact than an abstract syntax
graph, which would provide a detailed syntactic representation of the source
code. From the structure graph alone, it would not be possible to reconstruct
the source code. However, the structure graph contains references to text lines
in the source code. Thus, for each element of the structure graph the source code
fragment may be retrieved from which this element was derived.

An example of a (cut-out of a) structure graph is presented in Figure 5. Par-
tially, this structure graph is created from the code fragments shown in Figure 3.
The nodes represented by rounded rectangles on the top do not correspond to
language constructs of PLEX. Rather, they are created by parsing a configura-
tion file which decomposes the AXE10 system into subsystems and blocks (as
leaves of the composition hierarchy).

The PLEX parser processes each block independently, resulting in a block
graph (shaded regions) which is embedded into its context in a subsequent phase.
The figure shows only parts created from the program sector. In addition, a
block graph contains further elements created from other sectors, e.g., nodes for
variable declarations.
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The program sector is represented in such a way that the computational be-
havior of blocks is reflected. Thus, it contains nodes for signal entries, which
constitute the export interface of a block. The coding conventions at Ericsson
state that a GOTO statement — represented by an edge — is executed in re-
sponse to the signal reception. Its target is a label (nodes displayed as ellipses)
which marks the start of some statement sequence. Within this sequence, sub-
routines may be called. Furthermore, a statement sequence may contain an EXIT

statement which returns control to the dispatcher of the operating system.
The notion of labeled statement sequence constitutes an example of the meth-

ods of use mentioned above. A labeled statement sequence does not correspond
to a syntactic unit of the PLEX programming language. Rather, a labeled state-
ment sequence is defined as a code fragment starting with some label and ending
before the next label. Labeled statement sequences constitute a useful abstrac-
tion which reflects the way in which PLEX programs operate: They execute
statement sequences in response to signals. The internals of these sequences are
not important; therefore, they are not represented in the structure graph.

After building initial subgraphs for each block, several steps of postprocessing
have to be performed. For example, the control flow has to be completed by
postprocessing. Like in COBOL, execution of a labeled statement sequence may
fall through to a consecutive statement sequence if the preceding sequence is not
terminated by an EXIT statement. In this case, the labeled statement sequences
are connected by a control flow edge. This kind of processing is a prerequisite
for the recovery of functions to be discussed in the next subsection.

Furthermore, after initial local analysis blocks are isolated and need to be
connected by binding global signal sending statements to signal entry points.
Local analysis prepares the binding by creating virtual signal entry points acting
as temporary target nodes (not shown in Figure 5). Global analysis searches for
matching entry points in other blocks, creates inter-block edges for representing
the sending of signals, and removes the temporary virtual signal entry points. For
example, this binding step inserts an edge from the labeled statement sequence
DIAL001 in block MSCMO to the signal entry point IAM in block GMSC. In the
case of single signals, the binding is unique. In the case of multiple signals, the
actual receiver is determined only at run time; static analysis creates an edge to
the entry point of each potential receiver.

In the binding step, it is crucial to take the following method of use into ac-
count: In AXE10, each block is responsible for returning control to the operating
system within a maximal time slice. For efficiency reasons, there is no interrupt
handling built into the operating system. But the processing of an incoming sig-
nal may consume more than one time slice. Thus, the processing is divided into
multiple phases where each but the last phase sends a CONTINUE signal to the
block itself and terminates. This mode of processing is known as phase division.

CONTINUE signals have to be excluded from the binding step; otherwise, the
structure graph would be cluttered with many erroneous edges (recall that in
the case of multiple signals edges are created to all potential receivers). Rather,
these signals are handled specially by a phase division analysis. All phases which
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are executed in response to a certain signal are connected by control flows. In
this way, artificially separated computation fragments are joined together.

After having created connections between signal sending statements and sin-
gle entry points, the communications are lifted to the block level. For example,
lifting results in the block communication edge from MSCMO to GMSC. Further-
more, lifting is continued to the subsystem level by connecting subsystems with
mutually communicating blocks.

4.2 Recovering Functions and Modules

Functions and modules are conceptual abstractions rather than syntactic units
of the PLEX programming language. Several methods of use are exploited to
recover these abstractions from the structure graph built up so far. Since the
recovery of modules is concerned with the grouping of functions, the recovery of
functions is described first.

Recovery of Functions. A function represents the set of code fragments which
are uniquely executed as a reaction to the reception of a certain signal. Conse-
quently, each function contains exactly one signal entry. The remaining nodes
of the structure graph that belong to a function are determined through control
flow analysis.

Figure 6 illustrates the recovery of functions (and modules, see below) by an
example. In this example, we start with a block structure graph comprising two
signal entries (nodes 1 and 3), three labeled statement sequences (nodes 2, 4, and
5), and two subroutines (nodes 6 and 7). Furthermore, some data elements, one
record and two atomic data elements (Var1 and Var2), are depicted. The further
structuring of the record has been omitted for the sake of brevity. Therefore, the
data access edges, represented by arrows with open heads, normally accessing
some data element in the record have been redirected to the record node.

For function recovery, all graph elements are determined that can be reached
from the given signal entry via a transitive closure of control flow edges. The
preceding postprocessing steps ensure that the control flow is represented com-
pletely in the structure graph; consider e.g. processing of fall-through execution
and phase divisions as explained in the previous subsection. With respect to the
example in Figure 6, the transitive closure returns a set consisting of nodes 2, 6,
and 7 when starting at signal entry 1. Furthermore, all data elements accessed
from these nodes are determined. For example, in the case of signal entry 1 the
variable Var1 is accessed. Starting from signal entry 3, we obtain the variables
Var1 and Var2 as well as the record.

Next, graph elements shared by at least two transitive closures are removed
from the respective sets in order to obtain only uniquely assignable graph ele-
ments. In Step 2 of Figure 6, all uniquely assignable graph elements are shown
in regions with a light gray background. The subroutine 7, the variable Var1, and
the record — which is also accessed from another function not displayed in the
figure — are located outside these regions because they are shared by multiple
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functions. On the other hand, subroutine 6 and variable Var2 have been identified
as local elements.

The graph shown in Step 2 also includes the function nodes (F1 and F2) which
have been created to represent the results of the recovery in the structure graph.
These nodes are inserted in between the block node and the nodes representing
local graph elements. Furthermore, outgoing control flow and data flow edges
have been lifted to the function node. In this way, the “imports” of each function
are represented.

Recovery of Modules. Recovery of functions serves to identify the interface
of a block. As already mentioned at the end of Subsection 2.2, blocks may be
decomposed into more fine-grained units called modules. A module groups data
and functions. For example, the block HLR consists of two modules — the main
module HLR and the subordinate module DBA (data base access).

As we have explained in Subsection 2.3, telephone calls are handled by build-
ing up link chains. A link chain is composed from instances of participating
blocks. If a block is decomposed into multiple modules, instantiation has to be
performed on the level of modules. For each instance, its data are typically held
in a single record.

This domain knowledge is exploited in module recovery. In contrast to function
recovery, which is based on control flow analysis, module recovery analyzes ac-
cesses to data elements. However, we do not consider all data elements declared
in a block. Rather, we confine the scope of analysis to records holding instance
data. These records are discovered by applying some heuristic rules described
below.

A record indicating that there is a module contained in a PLEX block satisfies
certain requirements. First of all, instance records are stored records. They are
stored in a file and are referenced by a similarly named pointer variable. In
addition, instance records have to contain an enumeration type variable defining
a list of symbolic state values. According to a coding rule, the name of this
variable contains the substring STATE. Therefore, a string match is sufficient for
its identification. Another good hint that a record is an instance record is its
size. Instance records tend to be much larger than other records in a block.

Since modules are grouped around an instance record, we use a data centered
algorithm for the calculation of the module candidate. A well-known algorithm
of this class has first been proposed by Liu and Wilde in [15]. An adaption of
this algorithm to graphs can be found in [16]. Originally, the idea of the algo-
rithm is to identify object candidates in procedural code. The idea bases on the
observation that software has already been developed in an object-based manner
long before object-oriented design has become popular. Thus, it is assumed that
object candidates in a conventional programming language can be identified as
a collection of routines, (global) data types and/or (global) data elements. That
is, an object candidate is a triple (F, T, D), where F is a set of functions, T a
set of data types, and D a set of data elements.

Adapted to the facts of E-CARES, object candidates conform to module can-
didates. Furthermore, the set of data types will always be empty as there are
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no user defined data types in PLEX. Also, the data elements used as an input
to the algorithm can be limited to records only. Therefore, the procedure of the
module candidature for PLEX code according to Liu and Wilde reads as follows:

1. For each instance record x, let P (x) be the set of routines which directly use
x. Moreover, x should be shared by at least two different routines. Routines
can correspond to functions (if present2) but also to any other kind of multi-
statement structure object inside a block (signal entry, statement sequence,
subroutine).

2. Considering each P (x) as a node, construct a graph G = (V, E) such that

V = { P (x) | x is shared by at least two routines} is a set of nodes,

E = { P (x1)P (x2) | P (x1) ∩ P (x2) �= ∅} is a set of undirected edges.

3. Construct a module candidate (F, T, D) from each strongly connected com-
ponent Gcand = (Vcand, Ecand) in G such that

F =
⋃

P (x)∈Vcand
P (x)

T = ∅

D =
⋃

P (x)∈Vcand
{x}

4. Complete each module candidate by adding all data elements which are ac-
cessed only locally.

Applied to the graph shown in Step 2 of Figure 6, the algorithm selects the
only record as its starting point (assuming that the heuristic rules described
above are satisfied). This record is accessed by the function F1 and another
function not shown in the figure (say F3). The module candidate comprises the
selected record, the functions F1 and F3 (Step 3).

Please note that in general a module may comprise multiple records (e.g., if
F3 accesses another record matching the heuristic rules). However, in the case of
the AXE10 system each module is typically grouped around a single record.

What would have happened if we had neglected the domain knowledge on the
realization of modules and if we had just used the Liu and Wilde algorithm as
proposed? In that case, Step 1 of the algorithm would refer to all global data ele-
ments and any kind of routines. By consequence, the algorithm would determine
two sets P (Var1) = {2, 3, F1, F2} and P (Record) = {3, 4, F1, F3}. Because these
two sets have a non-empty intersection, the corresponding module candidate
would comprise the contents of both P (Var1) and P (Record). Thus, all elements
of the sample graph would be assigned to a single module.

2 If function recovery has not been performed, the algorithm will work anyway.
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5 Architecture Recovery

5.1 Motivation

So far, we have been concerned with the creation of a structure graph from
the source code and other auxiliary documents. The structure graph strongly
depends on the syntax of the underlying programming language (PLEX). In ad-
dition, it contains conceptual abstractions such as functions and modules which
do not occur as syntactic units in the PLEX language.

Architecture recovery creates an architectural description of the system under
study from the structure graph. The underlying architecture description language
(ADL) has to meet the following requirements:

– The ADL has to be independent from the programming language(s) in which
the system is written. In particular, language independence is important
when different parts of the system under study are written in different pro-
gramming languages. In the case of AXE10, which has originally been writ-
ten exclusively in PLEX, more and more parts are being added in C++,
resulting in a hybrid system.

– The ADL must support domain-specific abstractions and must be accepted
widely by telecommunication experts.

The second requirement rules out general-purpose ADLs to which the world
of processes communicating by exchanging signals via protocols defined by state
machines cannot be mapped adequately. On the other hand, there are still mul-
tiple candidate languages meeting the stated requirements. In particular, the
domain experts at Ericsson have applied both SDL [12] and ROOM [10] to the
modeling of telecommunication systems. In the end, it was decided to use ROOM
as the ADL in the E-CARES project, primarily because it provides clean con-
cepts for modeling components interacting via ports along which messages are
sent and received.

However, ROOM was not a clear winner over SDL. Furthermore, the UML
component model [13] constitutes another candidate ADL which could be consid-
ered in future work3. For these reasons, we were aware that the target language
for architectural recovery may be changed later on.

Therefore, we decided to decompose structural analysis into two phases : pro-
gram analysis (as presented in Section 4) and architectural recovery. Further-
more, the architecture is represented separately from the structure in an archi-
tecture graph (with mappings into the structure graph). This design provides
modularity of the E-CARES reverse engineering environment. Thus, the map-
ping to ROOM described below could be replaced easily with a similar mapping
to SDL or to the UML components.

5.2 Real-Time Object-Oriented Modeling Language

The Real-Time Object-Oriented Modeling language [10] was designed for mod-
eling asynchronous, concurrent, and distributed real-time systems. ROOM is
3 When architectural recovery was realized in the E-CARES project, the UML 2.0

component model was still in flux.
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Fig. 7. ROOM diagram for the mobile originating call scenario (simple mapping)

the outcome of the authors’ and their colleagues’ combined practical experi-
ence in developing a variety of real-time systems in different industries including
robotics, aerospace, and telecommunications. They claim that especially the de-
velopment of a large distributed telecommunication system had a significant
impact on the ROOM language.

A ROOM model consists of two parts: structural models and behavioral mod-
els. ROOM structure models are a kind of component inter-connection and com-
ponent refinement diagrams. Behavior is modeled by means of extended state
machines. Since this paper is concerned only with structural analysis, we will
not discuss behavioral modeling below.

A simple example of a ROOM structure diagram is given in Figure 74. Ar-
chitectural components are represented by actor classes. Each actor class is dis-
played as a rectangle (e.g., MSCMO). The interfaces of actor classes are defined by
ports, which are shown as small squares (with nested circles) placed on the bor-
der of the rectangle of the respective actor class. An actor communicates with
its environment by sending and receiving messages via these ports. For each
port, a protocol defines its incoming and outgoing messages. For some protocol
p, its conjugated protocol is constructed by inverting the direction of messages.
Finally, ports are connected by bindings. The ports connected by a binding must
be compatible, the port at one end must be able to receive the messages sent via
the port at the other end. This requirement is satisfied if the ports are associated
to conjugated protocols.

4 The legend refers to Figure 8, as well.
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Figure 8 shows a more complex structure diagram which makes use of fur-
ther language constructs provided by ROOM. Actor classes may be refined into
a subdiagram, which is shown within the rectangle for the actor class. Nodes
of a subdiagram stand for actor references, i.e., references to instances of actor
classes. In general, actor classes may be reused in different parts of the overall
architecture; their instances are plugged into their respective context by connect-
ing ports with bindings. In the case of double-shaped actor references, multiple
instances may be created at run time (replicated references). The multiplicity is
given in the upper right corner of the rectangle; * denotes an unbounded number
of instances.

Furthermore, the diagram illustrates some generalizations and refinements
concerning the modeling of ports. Analogously to replicated actor references,
replicated ports are shown as double-shaped squares. In addition to external
ports, an actor class may have internal ports which do not belong to its interface
and therefore are shown inside (but near the border of) the respective rectangle.
Furthermore, a distinction is made between class end ports and relay ports. Class
end ports, which were shown already in Figure 7, are processed by the actor
class itself; they are represented by squares with nested circles. In contrast, relay
ports (nested squares) are used to pass messages upwards or downwards in the
hierarchy without processing.

So far, we have introduced merely those elements of the ROOM language
which are needed in the context of this paper. Further important language con-
structs such as inheritance on actor classes and layers are not exploited by the
mapping algorithms below. Inheritance cannot be applied in architecture re-
covery since telecommunication systems programmed in PLEX are object-based
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Fig. 9. Example mapping of a simple PLEX structure graph to a ROOM graph

rather than object-oriented. Layers are an important concept in telecommunica-
tion architectures. Unfortunately, no machine processable sources are available
from which the layering of the AXE10 system could be inferred.

5.3 A Simple Mapping Algorithm

In general, the basic idea of the E-CARES approach to architecture recovery is
to identify elements in the structure graph that can be considered to correspond
to elements of the ROOM language. More precisely, this means that we have to
identify elements in the PLEX structure graph that can be thought of as realiza-
tions of actors, ports, protocols, messages, bindings, etc. The identified structure
graph elements are then mapped to newly created elements of an architecture
graph.

First, we have defined a simple approach for mapping elements of the structure
graph to ROOM elements (Figure 9) as follows:

1. PLEX blocks are mapped onto actor classes. Blocks are the active entities
of a PLEX software system while actor classes are the active elements of a
ROOM model.

2. Each block communication is mapped onto a corresponding binding. Before
creating the binding, the ports to be connected have to be created. Thus,
ports bundle all messages sent to or received from one destination.
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3. Signals are mapped onto messages.
4. The protocol class attached to a port is derived from signal entries and

signal sending statements, i.e., from the fine-grained communications which
are aggregated into a block communication.

With respect to the running example of a mobile originating call and the
participating blocks MSCMO, MSCMTE, GMSC, and HLR (see Figures 2 and 3), the
architecture diagram resulting from this simple mapping algorithm is depicted in
Figure 7. The diagram shows some characteristics typical for the type of ROOM
structure diagrams produced by the simple mapping algorithm. Obviously, the
diagrams consists of actor classes only. Furthermore, there is always a single
communication contract between a pair of communicating actor classes. The
ports bound to one of these communication contracts have conjugated protocols
in the sense that no port is able to receive messages which cannot be produced
by the other port. Finally, the port MSCMO EP1 symbolizes that there might be
ports that have no connection to any communication path. This may indicate
dead code (received signals which are not sent) or may result from a constrained
scope of program analysis (confined e.g. to some subsystem).

Comparing the results of this first and simple mapping algorithm with the
information already provided by the structure graph, the improvement is quite
small. The simple algorithm can be considered an unparsing algorithm that con-
verts the block communication level of the structure graph into a standardized
notation. The only improvement is that interfaces are now clearly visible in
terms of ports and that the signals sent and received by a block are associated
to different protocols that can be named, described and compared easily.

5.4 An Improved Mapping Algorithm

So far, we have merely performed a syntactic transformation from PLEX into
ROOM. In the following, we will present a more elaborate algorithm which
exploits methods of use. Once again, this mapping demonstrates the importance
of domain knowledge beyond the language level.

The simple mapping algorithm presented so far does not consider any decom-
position of blocks and actor classes, respectively. But, as already elaborated,
most blocks in a PLEX software system contain at least one module (which is
a conceptual rather than a syntactical unit). In addition, there can be several
instances of a block or, more precisely, of its modules being the active entities of
a PLEX system at runtime (see Subsection 2.3). Furthermore, we have already
mentioned that the instances of a block are created, managed, and destroyed by
the block itself.

Consequently, the actor classes resulting from architecture recovery should
show a decomposition into several actors representing the module objects con-
tained in the corresponding block. In addition, there should be a possibility to
access the actors in the decomposition frame of an actor class from its behav-
ior component that represents the control interface for instance management.
Taking these considerations into account, our mobile originating call scenario is
mapped into the refined structure diagram shown in Figure 8.
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The improved mapping algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Each block is mapped onto a complex actor class. In our example, the actor
classes named MSCMO, GMSC, MSCMTE, and HLR are created.

2. Each module is mapped onto an an atomic actor class. In Figure 8, only the
actor class Mod HLR is shown as an example in the lower left corner.

3. Since as many module instances as needed are created at runtime, replicated
references with multiplicity * are placed inside in the actor class for the
surrounding block. In the example, the actor classes MSCMO, GMSC, and
MSCMTE contain references to only one nested actor class because each of
the corresponding blocks contains only one module. Since the block HLR

contains two modules (one implementing the application logic of the block
and one for the database), the corresponding actor class contains references
to two nested actor classes.

4. For each block, a class end port is added to the interface of its corresponding
actor class. This port represents the management interface of the block. In
particular, the management interface handles SEIZE signals requesting the
creation of link chains.

5. Similarly, a class end port is created for each actor class representing a
module. For example, EP10 represents the interface which is in charge of
managing the instances of module Mod HLR.

6. For connecting to the management ports of nested modules, corresponding
internal class end ports are generated within the respective actor classes
(e.g., port EP11 in HLR).

7. For each pair of communicating modules (locally or across different blocks),
class end ports are created on either side. For example, the port EP7 of actor
class Mod HLR is created for the connection to Mod GMSC, and EP8 is going
to be connected to a corresponding port of Mod DBA.

8. For local communication among modules of the same block, bindings are
created among the ports of actor class references. In this way, the binding
between ports P8 and P9 within the actor class HLR is created.

9. If communication is performed between two modules belonging to different
blocks, bindings cannot connect references to actor classes for modules di-
rectly because direct connections would break encapsulation. Rather, com-
munication is routed via relay ports attached to the actor classes of the
respective surrounding blocks. For example, for the communication between
Mod GMSC and Mod HLR the relay ports RP5 and RP6 are created and con-
nected with each other. Furthermore, they are connected to the ports of the
respective actor class references acting as source or sink of the communica-
tion (ports P4 and P7, respectively).

Let us briefly sketch how a link chain would be set up at run time: First, the
block MSCMO receives a request for setting up a link chain via its management
port (lower port on the left-hand edge of the rectangle). Through its internal
class end port (close to the upper edge), it delegates the request to its nested
module Mod MSCMO via its management port (located on the upper edge of the
rectangle). In response to this request, an instance of this module is created.
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To embed this instance, instances of relay ports of the surrounding block are
created and connected to the respective ports of the module instance. Via the
lower port shown on the right-hand edge, a message is request is sent to the next
block in the link chain (GMSC). The reply returns a reference to a new instance
of Mod GMSC, and subsequent communication with this instance is performed
via the new instances of the upper relay ports on the left-hand side of MSCMO

and the right-hand side of GMSC, respectively.
Altogether, the improved algorithm constructs an architecture diagram which

makes heavy use of domain-specific design patterns. In this way, the architecture
diagram reflects the methods of use employed as design guidelines at Ericsson.

6 Realization

An overview of the E-CARES environment has been given in Section 3. To re-
duce the effort of implementing the E-CARES environment, we made extensive
use of generators and reusable frameworks [17]. Scanners and parsers are gener-
ated with the help of JLex and jay, respectively. Graph algorithms are realized
in PROGRES [18], a specification language based on programmed graph trans-
formations. From the specification, code is generated which constitutes the ap-
plication logic of the E-CARES environment. The user interface is implemented
with the help of UPGRADE [19], a framework for building interactive tools for
visual languages. Project specific extensions to the framework have been realized
in Java.

A core part of the E-CARES environment consists of a (large and complex)
PROGRES specification of structural and behavioral analysis. In this paper, we
have given an informal presentation of structural analysis in E-CARES, mainly
focusing on the construction of domain-specific abstractions for telecommuni-
cation systems. Due to the lack of space, we cannot elaborate in depth on the
PROGRES specification for E-CARES. Rather, the reader is referred to [8,17,20]
for detailed information in this area.

In the sequel, we present a small example from program analysis which demon-
strates the application of PROGRES in the E-CARES environment. The graph
transformation rule shown in Figure 10 is used to connect signal sending state-
ments to matching signal entries. This rule is invoked after isolated structure
graphs have been built by parsing PLEX blocks separately. For example, the
application of this rule is used to generate the connection labeled SignalIAM in
the structure graph of Figure 5.

Please note that Figure 5 shows a user-friendly, simplified representation of
the structure graph. In particular, the connection SignalIAM is represented inter-
nally by a node and two adjacent edges rather than by a single edge. This way
of representation is necessary because the underlying data model (attributed
graphs) does not allow to attach attributes to edges (which is required in the
case of the connection to be created).

The graph transformation rule is supplied with a parameter which determines
the node for the signal sending statement to be connected (signalNode). Due to
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production Connect_Signal_to_Entries( signalNode : ACTUAL_SIGNAL)
* =

‘4 : PLEX_Virtual_Signal_Entry

‘3 : PLEX_Signal_Entry

from_source

to_target
‘2 = signalNode

spec_signal_path ( ‘2.SignalName, ‘2.StartLine )

‘1 : CODE_OBJECT

::=

4’ = ‘4

3’ = ‘3

from_source

to_target
2’ = ‘2

from_source
1’ = ‘1

to_target
5’ : ‘2.type

condition ‘2.SignalName # "CONTINUEB";
‘2.SignalName # "CONTINUEC";
‘3.Name = ‘2.SignalName;

transfer 5’.SignalName := ‘2.SignalName;
5’.Comment := ‘2.Comment;
5’.ExecCondition := ‘2.ExecCondition;
5’.SignalParameter := ‘2.SignalParameter;
5’.SentOnState := ‘2.SentOnState;

end;

Fig. 10. Graph transformation rule for connecting sent signals to signal entries

the operator * (second line), the rule is applied to all matching subgraphs rather
than just once. This is essential for handling multiple signals, which have to be
connected to all potential recipients.

On the left-hand side (upper dashed box), which specifies the subgraph to be
replaced, node ‘2 is fixed by the input parameter signalNode. When processing a
single block without context information, the signal sending is connected to a
virtual signal entry (‘4), which acts as a placeholder for the final receiver(s). Both
nodes are removed later in a clean-up phase; therefore, they are not contained in
the sample graph of Figure 5. Node ‘1 represents the surrounding code object to
which the signal sending statement will be lifted (statement sequence DIAL001 cs

in Figure 5). Node ‘3 represents the signal entry to which the signal sending
statement will be connected. Candidate nodes are retrieved by name matching
(see the last line in the condition part which compares names attributes). In
addition, a connection must not have been established yet, i.e., the (crossed out)
path from ‘1 to ‘3 must not exist.

The right-hand side (lower dashed box) describes the transformation to be
executed when a match of the left-hand side has been found (satisfying also the
condition part of the rule). Here, the node 5’ and two adjacent edges are created
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(corresponding to the connection SignalIAM in Figure 5). The transfer part assigns
values to various attributes attached to the node (SignalName, Comment, . . .). All
other parts of the graph remain unaffected.

It is interesting to note that methods of use have been taken into account in
the specification of this graph transformation rule. As already mentioned at the
end of Subsection 4.1, telecommunication experts at Ericsson employ the phase
division idiom if processing of a signal requires more than a single time slice.
Thus, CONTINUE signals have to be ignored when connecting single sending
statements to single entries. For this reason, the condition part of the graph
transformation rule requires that the name of the signal must not be equal to
CONTINUEB or CONTINUEC (more than three cycles are never needed).

Architecture recovery does not augment the structure graph. Rather, it builds
a new representation (an architecture graph). This allows for a clean separation
of program analysis and architecture recovery, and it also permits multiple alter-
native architectural representations in different ADLs. Technically, architecture
recovery is realized by a triple graph transformation system which is based on
triple graph grammars [21,22]. A triple graph grammar is composed of rules oper-
ating on three graphs – a source graph (the structure graph), a target graph (the
architecture graph) and a correspondence graph storing the mappings between
the elements of the source and the target graph. In the original triple graph
grammar approach, synchronous rules (extending all graphs simultaneously) are
specified first, and directed rules (e.g., source-to-target transformations) are gen-
erated from synchronous rules. In our work, we specified directed transformations
from the structure graph into the architecture graph immediately without coding
the synchronous rules first (only one direction of transformation was needed in
the E-CARES reverse engineering environment). For further details, the reader
is referred to [8].

7 Related Work

The E-CARES prototype is a reengineering environment designed for telecom-
munication systems. In particular, it is based on domain-specific architectural
concepts. A telecommunication system is modeled as a set of active components
which communicate by sending and receiving signals. Thus, modeling is process-
centered. Since the static system structure is still strongly dependent on the
syntax of the underlying programming language (PLEX), additional conceptual
abstractions such as functions and modules have been added. From the struc-
ture graph, a programming language independent architectural description of
the system under study is created. As telecommunication systems are designed
in terms of layers, planes, services, protocols, etc., it has been crucial to choose
an ADL which supports domain specific abstractions.

While E-CARES also considers the behavior of the system under study [14],
many other reengineering tools such as e.g. Rigi [23] or KOGGE [24] primarily
focus on the static system structure. Moreover, they are typically data-centered;
consider e.g. tools for the reengineering of COBOL programs as described in
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[3,4,25]. Here, recovery of units of data abstraction and migration to an object-
oriented software architecture play a crucial role [26]. More recently, reengineer-
ing has also been studied for object-oriented programming languages such as
C++ and Java. E.g., TogetherJ or Fujaba [27] generate UML class diagrams
from source code.

The phases extraction, post-processing, and inspection can be found in a
similar form in different reverse or reengineering approaches. A typical exam-
ple is the extract-abstract-view metaphor described in [28], which consists of
three phases that occur in terms of activities in our process, too. In this ab-
stract form, the metaphor also serves as a kind of reference architecture for
reverse engineering tools. In particular, integrated reverse engineering tools like
DALI [29], GUPRO [30], PBS [31], ReForDi [3], Rigi [23,32], Bauhaus [33],
ANAL/SoftSpec [28], and SWAGKit [34] follow this reference architecture. The
E-CARES reengineering environment does so, too.

Architecture recovery means to bridge the gap between implementation and
architecture specification using appropriate reverse engineering techniques and
tools. Basically all of these approaches employ some kind of information retrieval
facility that extracts information artifacts from the subject system’s source code.
The techniques used there range from parsers [33] to string pattern matchers like
the UNIX-tool grep or ESPaRT [35,36].

In general, we identified two different classes of approaches to solve this prob-
lem – approaches using any kind of domain information, e. g. in terms of pat-
terns, and approaches employing more general-purpose complex flow analysis
techniques. For example, Fiutem et al extract information on systems, pro-
grams or modules by means of architectural recognizers [37] working on the
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).

Another architecture reconstruction method that employs patterns to identify
architectural components and connectors is described by Guo et al [38]. Their
ARM method first obtains knowledge on the as-designed architecture. Then,
this knowledge is used to define queries for potential patterns which are applied
automatically to extracted and fused source model views. ARM uses lower-level
patterns to build higher-level patterns and supports composite patterns as well.
Similar work has been described in [36]. In contrast to the former approach, this
approach by Pinzger and Gall also considers the knowledge of systems experts
in pattern definition.

If the formulation of suitable patterns is impossible for any reason, approaches
using elaborate control and data flow analysis are more suited and produce bet-
ter results. Such approaches recover architectural components and connectors
based on other criteria like low coupling and strong cohesion [15,16,39]. In this
context, strongly cohesive code artifacts are considered to belong to the same
component while the relationships between the different groups of cohesive ar-
tifacts become connectors of the resulting architecture. A possible technique to
identify architectural components is, for example, program slicing and concept
lattices as described in [33].
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Comparing these approaches with the E-CARES approach, a significant dif-
ference to the majority of approaches is that we clearly separate architecture
recovery specific activities from activities generally performed in structural or
behavioral analysis. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the only one
that considers domain specific modeling languages and notations in architecture
recovery and thus provides a flexible approach that allows to consider differ-
ent of such architectural styles in the same tool environment. The separation of
general structural and behavioral analysis from architecture recovery allows to
share major parts of the existing functionality in different recoveries.

The E-CARES approach does incorporate patterns on different levels as well
as control and data flow analysis. In structural analysis, the patterns in E-
CARES are domain-specific code patterns in most cases rather than high-level or
general purpose design patterns. In architecture recovery, design patterns above
code level have been used. An approach to introduce high-level connectors in
E-CARES as defined by Herzberg can be found in [11]. Instead of utilizing de-
sign patterns, we currently combine knowledge on code patterns (idioms) with
control-flow analysis and data flow analysis to create abstractions in the struc-
ture graph. Then, elements of the structure graph are mapped to corresponding
elements of an architectural representation. We agree with the pattern-using
community that existing knowledge obtained from experts and (design) docu-
ments is mandatory in architecture recovery — but also in program analysis.

8 Conclusion

We have presented the E-CARES approach for reengineering of telecommunica-
tion systems. In this paper, the focus has been on the reverse engineering tools
of the E-CARES prototype, specifically on structural analysis (program analysis
and architecture recovery). In addition to structural analysis, E-CARES sup-
ports behavioral analysis to enrich the results of structural analysis with addi-
tional information. These reverse engineering tools aid in system understanding
but not yet in system restructuring. Recently, the E-CARES prototype has been
extended to also cover re-design and code transformation [9]. Multi-language
support as well as extensions to the ROOM architecture description language
have been elaborated in subprojects.

Methods of use have played an important role in structural analysis. In pro-
gram analysis, conceptual units such as labeled statement sequences, functions,
and modules are recovered which do not correspond to syntactic units of the
PLEX language. For example, modules group functions which access a common
data record for managing an instance of a block (for serving a specific call). Fur-
thermore, in architectural recovery ROOM diagrams are constructed which in-
corporate instances of domain-specific design patterns. For example, an actor
class for a block is connected to its environment via two ports which handle mes-
sages at different levels of operation (ports for creating/deleting block instances
and ports for communicating with specific instances, respectively). Altogether,
domain-specific knowledge has proved indispensable in constructing domain-
specific abstractions which are meaningful to telecommunication experts.
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Thus, all tools in E-CARES were developed in close cooperation with telecom-
munication experts from Ericsson. We followed an evolutionary approach to tool
development, i.e., functionality was added incrementally in response to the re-
quirements stated by the telecommunication experts. In this way, we took a step
towards an environment which is based on domain-specific concepts. Though
domain knowledge was widely used in extraction logic, the E-CARES prototype
is a modular reengineering system such that major parts can be reused when
analysing software from other domains.

To date, approximately 2.5 million lines of PLEX code plus several ten thou-
sands of lines of additional documents have successfully been processed, ana-
lyzed, visualized, and inspected on different levels of abstraction. Understand-
ably, the exact and detailed results are confidential and cannot be discussed
here. According to the telecommunication experts, the E-CARES prototype al-
lows to visualize the AXE10 software system in terms of their daily use, e.g.,
block dependencies, state diagrams, link chains and sequence diagrams. For that,
no tools have been available so far. In particular, the dynamic analysis tool and
the architecture extraction have proved their value for system analysis and sys-
tem understanding. Therefore, we believe that only the combination of static
and dynamic as well as structural and behavioral analysis – integrated in an
interactive reengineering framework – allows to obtain best possible results.
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